Depending upon their composition and length, polymers display varying degrees of toughness, pliability, heat stability, and resistance to air oxidation. They can also be insulators, conductors, semiconductors, or superconductors, and they can be neutral or bear charges. The ubiquity of these materials in people's lives and the critical role they are playing in the globalization of national economies are engendering serious efforts to devise economical synthetic routes to these compounds from renewable resources and to design greater biodegradability or recyclability properties into them. The continuously growing utility of polymers globally is reflected in the American Chemical Society's incorporation of polymers as a fourth-year emphasis option in their guidelines for undergraduate curricula in chemistry (1) .
During the past thirty years, scores of articles and dozens of textbooks have been written on how to teach appreciation for the nature of polymers and their physical and chemical properties. Except for a series of three articles dealing with ab initio band structure calculations and their interpretation in extended systems (2), we are unaware of any attempt to develop a simple (but not simplistic) approach to teaching students the fundamentals of bonding in polymer chains. This pedagogical gap is not surprising. Even in a post physical chemistry course, teaching students how to develop a pictorial view of delocalized MOs in chains of atoms is currently not feasible unless students are well-grounded in group theory and are familiar with the application of projection operators. Thus pictorializing extended MOs must necessarily be limited to a linear array of atomic orbitals for which the nodal patterns in the chain can be intuitively deduced only for the completely bonding and completely antibonding MOs. The nodal patterns of MOs lying between these extremes (which are important to an understanding of many polymer properties) can be discussed only in very vague terms, if at all, owing to the impracticality of teaching the group theoretical concepts required.
It has been demonstrated, however, that knowing the shapes of atomic orbitals only, a pictorial view of all linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAOs) belonging to a set of MOs can easily be developed (3). This pedagogical method, which is easily integrated across the curriculum (3), is based on the so-called "generator [atomic] orbital" (GO) concept. By learning this simple principle the student can sketch pictures of MOs for a wide assortment of organic, organometallic, metal complex and cluster molecules possessing a large variety of structures. The core of this concept is the idea that each MO (i.e., a LCAO) reflects the symmetry of an atomic orbital (GO) pictured as a pattern-making device at the molecular center. In other words, the arrangement of the signs in the lobes of an LCAO is determined by the location of the signs in the lobes of a centrally located atomic orbital (GO). If, for example, we have six p atomic orbitals involved in MO formation (as in the π system of benzene), their six symmetrypermitted combinations of lobal signs will be pictorially generated by six different atomic orbitals (GOs) pictured as patterns in the center of the benzene ring (3). The timeliness and importance of a reasonable understanding of the bonding in polymers by today's students motivated us to describe what we believe is a novel and useful extension of the GO approach to a valuable class of molecules.
Nonconjugated Polymers: Polyethylene
Let us first consider σ-bonded (nonconjugated) organic polymers. The prototype for this entire class of polymers is the widely useful substance polyethylene, represented in Figure 1 . Each carbon in this polymer is tetrahedrally coordinated by two hydrogen atoms and two carbon atoms. Since there is a negligible energy barrier for rotation about each C-C bond, these polymer chains can be curled and even spiraled instead of adopting the planar carbon backbone depicted in the figure. Nevertheless, owing to the nearly tetrahedral C-C-C bond angle required at each carbon atom, the repeat unit for the polyethylene polymer is the ethylene unit itself, somewhat distortedly shown in the blocked segment in Figure 1 . This figure also represents the Lewis structure of polyethylene if we consider every interatomic connection as a single chemical bond. By constructing C sp 3 hybrid valence atomic orbitals (VAOs) and by using the H 1s VAOs and two of the C sp 3 hybrid VAOs, we can form bonding and antibonding twocenter, two-electron MOs for each C-H bond. The remaining two C sp 3 hybrid VAOs can then be used for bonding along the carbon chain.
To see how we utilize these orbitals to construct delocalized MOs, let us first focus on a single repeat unit-a single CH 2 -CH 2 group or CH 2 "dimer" unit. The four C sp 3 Figure 1 . A representation of a polyethylene fragment. VAOs involved in C-C interactions are schematically shown in Figure 2 . To generate MOs directed along the internuclear axis we begin (as is usual [3] ) by placing the simplest GO (i.e., an s GO, with either a plus or minus amplitude sign) between the pair of C sp 3 VAOs as shown in Figure 2a . Using a plus sign determines that there are positive amplitudes in both members of the C sp 3 VAO pair as shown in Figure 2a . (We could just as well have used a 1s GO with a minus sign and generated negative amplitudes in both members of the C sp 3 VAO pair.)
Once the GO has served its pedagogical purpose of generating a symmetry-adapted MO, we remove the GO from the picture. The MO we generated here is a bonding MO (BMO). Since we have two VAOs concentric with the internuclear axis, we must generate two MOs in order to obey the orbital conservation rule. To generate the second MO, we must utilize a GO other than s. Moving to the p atomic orbital set, we see that a py or pz GO is by symmetry incapable of generating amplitude signs in our two VAOs because each of these GOs has a node that contains the internuclear axis, whereas the node in our VAOs does not contain this axis. However, a px GO (Fig. 2b) generates the symmetry-adapted MO shown in this figure. (Again, we could have reversed the lobal signs of our px GO, allowing it to reverse the lobal signs in the MO.) As before, we remove the px GO from further consideration because it has now produced an MO for us-an antibonding MO (ABMO), in this instance. Repeating the entire procedure for the two-carbon VAOs oriented approximately perpendicular to the internuclear axis (Fig. 2c,d ) gives rise to the two MOs (bonding and antibonding) seen in these figures, which are generated by a py and a dxy GO, respectively.
Two of the GOs we have used in the repeat unit generate a strongly bonding and antibonding MO pair between the carbon atoms in the unit (Fig. 2a,b) . The remaining two GOs (Fig. 2c,d ) overlap weakly in a π fashion within the repeat unit, but the MOs they generate will have strong σ overlap with corresponding MOs in adjacent repeat units. This effect between repeat units is called dispersion, and as we will see, it contributes to the fact that extended structures (e.g., polymers and solids) do not show discrete electronic states but have bands of electronic states. To construct MOs for polyethylene, we will utilize a C 16 chain ( Fig. 3a) : 16 C atoms (eight ethylene repeat units, as shown in Fig. 1 ) were selected as an adequate compromise between a quasi-infinite polymer chain and a small molecule. We select an even number of repeat units so that the origin of the coordinate system for using the GO approach lies between the two central repeat units at the origin of the x and y axes in Figure 3 . For convenience, we select a Cartesian coordinate system with the x-axis parallel to the chain, the y-axis coplanar with the carbon backbone, and each H-C-H plane lying perpendicular to the carbon backbone. Therefore, the C sp 3 hybrid VAOs used for bonding in the backbone lie in the xy-plane.
From AOs to CH 2 CH 2 Repeat Unit MOs
Our strategy for generating MOs for the C 16 chain will be to search for C-C BMOs and ABMOs among the eight dimer repeat units in the C 16 chain. Every time we do the search, each of the dimer repeat units will contain the same dimer MO (one of the MOs in Fig. 2a-d ). Each C 16 delocalized BMO and ABMO will be a linear combination of an MO composed of a set of one type of repeat unit. Each of these linear combinations will be pictorially generated by a GO. Figure 3 illustrates the eight BMOs generated from the σ-bonding MO within the repeating unit (the one generated by the 1s GO, Fig. 2a ). These eight MOs are generated by eight GOs that increase in nodal complexity according to the sequence 1s, 2px, 2s, 3px, 3s, 4px, 4s, 5px. The construction of these linear combinations of the 1s-generated dimer MOs makes use of both planar GO nodes (shown as vertical lines in Fig. 3a-h ) and as spherical GO nodes (shown as partial circles). Here, the planar node in the yz-plane bisects the C 16 chain between the fourth and fifth repeat units. The spherical nodes intersect C-C contacts between adjacent repeat units. Since orbital nodes represent surfaces across which an orbital changes sign (or "phase"), we place the nodes for each GO between repeat units. In this way, we create MOs for polyethylene as linear combinations from each of the four MOs of the repeat unit. This effect of the nodes is diagrammed by the box representation above each MO in Figure 3 . It is helpful to view the lobal signs of each GO in Figure 3 as patterns for the signs of the entire MO of the repeat unit. Thus, the 1s GO in Figure 3a in Figure 3b contain positive and negative signs, respectively; these signs are reflected in positive repeat-unit MOs on the left in this figure and negative repeat-unit MOs on the right. The negative repeat-unit MOs are obtained by simply reversing the signs in the lobes of the constituent atomic orbitals of the MO. For each MO in Figure 3 , there are eight intraunit ("within-dimer-unit") σ bonding contacts, modulated by seven weaker interunit ("between-dimer-unit") π interactions.
Whether the π interaction is antibonding or bonding depends upon whether a spherical node intersects the C-C contact at this point.
A few comments about how spherical nodes are chosen and their influence on the MO are needed. For an ns GO, there are (n -1) spherical nodes, not counting the one at infinity. In the C 16 chain, each of these (n -1) spherical nodal surfaces will intersect C-C contacts at two places: on opposite sides of and equidistant from the center of the chain. For these qualitative MO pictures, it does not matter at which interunit contacts the nodes appear, but the number of such nodes is determined by the identity of the GO. Consider the 2s GO in Figure 3c . Its nodal surface intersects C-C contacts between the second and third and the sixth and seventh repeat units. This MO has eight strong σ bonding overlaps, five weak π bonding overlaps, and two weak π antibonding overlaps. We could also have positioned the spherical node to intersect both the third and fourth and the fifth and sixth repeat units.
Although the resulting MO would be different from (and not orthogonal to) the one shown in Figure 3c , the numbers of σ and π bonding and antibonding overlaps would be the same. The orbital we generated is orthogonal, however, to all the other MOs in Figure 3 . Therefore, generator orbitals will not produce a unique set of MOs, but rather a collection of mutually orthogonal MOs that represents the nodal characteristics of the actual MOs quite well.
From Repeat Unit MOs to C 16 Chain MOs
The energy of each orbital in Figure 3 is influenced more strongly by the intraunit σ-bonding overlap than by the interunit π overlap, and together these MOs form a C-C σ-bonding energy band. Table 1 summarizes the conclusions drawn from Figure 3 . The numbers of σ and π bonding and antibonding overlaps for each MO and the net bonding character of the orbital are listed. All the MOs in Figure 3 are net bonding because there are stronger interactions between the larger adjacent VAO lobes concentric with internuclear axes than there are with the "side-on" interactions made up of a small and a large C sp 3 pair of adjacent lobes. As you proceed from Figure 3b to 3i, the MOs become slightly more bonding as the π antibonding overlap decreases. Figure 4 illustrates the set of MOs we obtain from the antibonding 2px-generated combination of the C sp 3 hybrid VAOs within each repeating unit. Again, the eight linear combinations of the eight-dimer unit MOs that lead to the MOs of the C 16 chain are generated by GOs that increase in nodal character in the order 1s < 2px < 2s < 3px < 3s < 4px < 4s < 5px. As in Figure 3 , construction of the MOs in Figure 4 makes use of both planar (vertical line) and spherical (circular) nodes placed between repeat-unit MOs of opposite sign. Thus the planar node in the yz-plane bisects the C 16 chain, and spherical nodes are located between adjacent repeat-unit MOs in the chain, which separate two repeat-unit MOs that have opposite signs and are therefore π antibonding. Notice that our selection of GOs for this set of MOs does not include nodes that appear within the repeat unit between the σ antibonding overlaps within the dimer unit. These nodes were already a part of the MO generated in Figure 2b for the individual fragment. For each MO in Figure 4 there are eight antibonding σ contacts, modulated by seven weaker π bonding and antibonding interactions. Again as in Figure 3 , the energy of each of these MOs is influenced mostly by the intraunit orbital overlap as recorded in Table 1 . The antibonding nature increases from (a) to (h) in Figure 4 via the weak π overlaps between repeat units. Figure 5 illustrates the MOs along the C 16 backbone obtained from the 2py-generated MO of each repeating unit. The eight MOs now show stronger interunit (σ) orbital overlap than intraunit (π) overlap. These MOs are generated from GOs that follow a sequence identical to the sets of MOs in Figures 3  and 4 , and the placement of nodal surfaces is dictated by the same criteria we employed for the GOs in these figures. You will notice that nodes occur where there are C-C σ bonding contacts between repeat units and not where there are C-C σ antibonding contacts. As we have come to expect, the nodes indicate where the entire MO in one repeat unit differs in sign (phase) from the MO in the adjacent repeat unit. For the dimer MO generated by the 2py GO within each repeat unit, identical signs of entire repeat units in adjacent positions will create a σ antibonding contact between repeat units. For example, in Figure 5a , the sign of the 2py-generated MO in each repeat unit is positive, and the interunit orbital overlap is σ antibonding. This construction of nodes for GOs in the C 16 chain may seem counterintuitive, but the approach is valid and it assures us that all MOs for the C 16 chain are generated using the same procedure. Notice that four of the MOs (Fig.  5e-h ) are overall C-C bonding, while the other four (Fig.  5a-d ) are net C-C antibonding (see Table 1 ).
The final set of eight MOs arises from the 3dxy-generated MO of each dimer, and these are shown in Figure 6 . Thus, we obtain the fourth and final set of MOs generated from the fourth MO in the dimer unit, half of which are C-C bonding and half C-C antibonding (Table 1) . 
From C 16 MO Energies to Polyethylene Properties
The qualitative electronic structure of polyethylene, depicted in the energy-level diagram in Figure 7 , contains localized two-center orbitals assigned to bonding and antibonding C-H interactions. It shows two delocalized bands, one assigned to bonding and the other to antibonding C-C interactions. Furthermore, there are two components to the C-C σ and σ* bands: one dominated by intraunit σ or σ* and the other by interunit σ or σ* interactions. As Figure 2 shows, the orbitals in (a) and (b) have strong intraunit σ overlap but weak interunit π overlap. The opposite is true for orbitals in Figure 2c ,d. Since band dispersion (a different energy for each MO) arises from interunit overlap, there are different "bandwidths" for the two components of the C-C σ and σ* bands. Thus greater band dispersion is expected for σ interdimer interactions than for π interdimer interactions. This qualitative picture suggests that in polyethylene there is a large separation between the highest occupied MO (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) in the set of all energy bands, which arises from the different numbers of σ bonding and antibonding contacts along the polymer chain in the set of MOs (Figs.  3-6 ). Because this energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO in Figure 7 is large, polyethylene is generally classified as an insulator. Thus, it takes considerable energy to promote electrons from the HOMO to the LUMO for electronic conduction. Yet this energy gap in polyethylene is smaller than the corresponding π → π* transition energy in ethylene, the monomer precursor to polyethylene.
Cross-linking is important in polymer chemistry because it contributes to the structural and mechanical properties of numerous polymers by linking polymer chains together in locations along their backbones. In principle, we could imagine many polyethylene chains bound directly to one another by C-C bonds (after removing a hydrogen from each carbon we want to bond) to form more complex polymeric materials. If this process were continued to a quasi-infinite extent, a diamond crystal would result. The electronic structure of diamond is composed of two bands separated by a gap of 5.4 eV, which is sufficiently large to make it an insulator also. As in polyethylene, the C-C σ bonding band is fully occupied and the σ antibonding band is completely empty.
Conjugated Polymers: Polyacetylene
Nonconjugated polymers offer many applications as structural materials, but they are generally electrical insulators. Conjugated organic polymers have potential metallic characteristics owing to the presence of delocalized electrons in their π band orbitals. Fragments of such polymers have recently been shown to function as single "molecular wires" for electrical conduction. Although different Lewis structures, such as those shown in Figure 8 for polyacetylene, can be used to describe a localized bonding view, delocalized MOs have been extremely useful in elucidating the band structure of many of these types of polymers. We now examine an instructive delocalized bonding view of polyacetylene: a semiconductor and the simplest of all conjugated organic polymers.
Polyacetylene can be treated as a uniform planar zigzag chain of CH groups. By analogy with polyethylene, each carbon atom is assigned three sp 2 hybrid VAOs plus one pz VAO, and the hydrogen has its 1s VAO. The repeat unit contains two CH groups as shown in Figure 9 . Since we treated a very similar type of σ-bonded fragment when we discussed the bonding pattern in polyethylene, we will highlight only the π MOs originating from the C 2pz VAOs in polyacetylene. 
From C 2pz AOs to C 16 Chain π MOs
The essential difference between the π bonds and the σ bonds in the polyacetylene chain is that the C 2pz-C 2pz orbital overlaps (overlaps perpendicular to the carbon plane) are identical within and between repeat units, whereas they are unequal for the two types of σ interaction in this polymer (as in polyethylene). Therefore, the energy of a particular π orbital is governed equally by intraunit and interunit interactions, and there is no need to first generate the π MOs in a CH dimer unit. Let us consider a (CH) 16 chain as a model for polyacetylene. Again, we select an even number of C atoms and repeat units. There is one 2pz VAO per carbon, so we must find 16 GOs to generate the 16 MOs for this chain. In our "top-view" pictorial representation of the 16 π MOs in Figure 10 , we have neglected to show the node in the xy plane. Since all 16 MOs contain this node, it does not contribute to their relative energies. Thus we can also use GOs that have no node in this plane. The GOs in Figure  10 follow the order of increasing energy 1s, 2px, 2s, 3px, 3s, 4px, 4s, 5px, 5s, 6px, 6s, 7px, 7s, 8px, 8s, 9px. The HOMO will be the MO generated by the 5px GO, and this MO is weakly bonding. Table 2 summarizes our results shown pictorially in Figure 10 . In (CH) 16 , the HOMO has eight bonding and seven antibonding contacts and the LUMO has seven bonding and eight antibonding contacts. 
